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A Word of Welcome

On behalf of the AATG I would like to 
welcome you to FEATS 2007!
 My first introduction to FEATS was back in 
1992 when I was working in Brussels and the 
festival came to town. I was very impressed, 
not only by the outstanding quality of 
the participating groups, but also by the 
professionalism of the FEATS organisation. 
Little did I know then that 15 years later I 
would be an active part of that organisation!
 The festival continues to rotate between 
The Hague, Antwerp, Brussels, Frankfurt 
and Luxembourg with occasional side-
trips to places like Geneva, Hamburg and 
Rheindalen. And FEATS 2008 will take us to 
Stockholm for the first time.
 But FEATS feels at home in The Hague and 
we are pleased to be back in the majestic 

Royal Theatre for the third time since the festival was initiated 
by the AATG’s late Mervyn Briscoe, back in 1976. The city of The 
Hague, International City of Peace and Justice, has been extremely 
cooperative and generous under the patronage of Deputy Mayor 
and Alderman for Cultural Affairs, Ms Jetta Klijnsma.
 The FEATS community continues to grow, as is demonstrated 
by the fact that we welcome yet another group to the festival 
this year: Homerostheater from The Hague. We are looking 
forward to seeing the stagecraft that they, as well as the other 11 
participants, will bring to the festival. Their efforts will be expertly 
adjudicated by Rex Walford, member of the Guild of Drama 
Adjudicators, whose previous appearance was at FEATS 2003 in 
Bad Homburg. We extend a warm welcome to him.
 When I was initially asked to be secretary and then chairman 
of the organising committee for FEATS 2007 it didn’t take me 
long to decide. I knew I could count on the support of the 
Steering Committee and the members of the AATG and they did 
not let me down! You will find the names of these numerous 
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The organisers gratefully acknowledge the support 
for FEATS 2007 of

volunteers elsewhere in the programme and I salute them for their 
dedication!
 A word of thanks also goes to the various sponsors of FEATS 
2007. Without their support the festival would not have been 
possible. And last, but not least, I would like to thank all of the 
participants and audience members, who have come from all over 
Europe and beyond to be part of this wonderful annual event! It is 
for you, after all, that FEATS exists in the fi rst place.
 We have an exciting programme ahead of us, both on the main 
stage and in the Fringe. So sit back and enjoy all that FEATS has to 
offer. I know I will!

Dirk Marks
Chairman, FEATS 2007

Shell Nederland

City of The Hague
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Rex Walford,  
Member of GoDA

Rex Walford, OBE, is a Past Chairman of the 
Guild of Drama Adjudicators and currently a 
member of its Council. He has adjudicated 
many festivals, including the NDFA All-
Winners Festival and was previously 
adjudicator for FEATS at Bad Homburg in 
2003. He is a Fellow of Wolfson College, 
Cambridge and was formerly Head of the 
Department of Education at the University of 
Cambridge.
 He has a MA degree from the School 
of Speech at Northwestern University, 
Evanston, USA, one of America’s leading 
theatre schools. He has directed over 100 
plays and musicals and produced his own 
work at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Last 
year he directed an R.F. Delderfield play 

which toured several East Anglian venues including Ely Cathedral. 
He also performs regularly as pianist and compere in cabaret, 
courses and workshops with singer Gabrielle Bell; together they 
have recently made a series of CDs of songs from ‘the golden 
years’ of British musical theatre.
 He is co-author of The One-Act Play Companion, which was 
published by A and C Black in 2006, the first book specifically 
about the genre for fifty years. He has also written several books 
about role-play and simulation and several of his pantomime 
scripts (written with Iris Lloyd) are in print and frequently 
performed. He takes an active part in the administration and 
presentation of his local annual week-long one-act play festival in 
Cambridge, England.
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A Message from the City of 
The Hague

The Hague is a city with a rich tradition 
in theatre, and the jewel in its theatrical 
crown is the Royal Theatre or Koninklijke 
Schouwburg, the former palace of 
Princess Caroline and Prince Karel 
Christiaan of Nassau-Weilburg, which 
was transformed into one of the most 
beautiful theatres in the Netherlands in 
1804. Since then numerous tragedies, 
comedies, operas and other types of 
performance have been staged here.
Now, in 2007, The Hague’s theatre world 
has of course become more diverse, with 
various performance spaces around the 
city, several professional companies and 
numerous theatre groups.
 The Hague is also an international city, hosting diplomatic 
missions from all over the world and international organisations 
such as the International Court of Justice, Europol, Eurojust, the 
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the 
International Criminal Court. So there could be no better place to 
hold an international theatre festival! An English-language festival 
is also a welcome addition to the cultural offerings available to the 
many expats living in and around The Hague.
 This festival appeals to me even more since it brings theatre 
enthusiasts to The Hague to showcase their art. For more than 
30 years, FEATS has enabled theatre makers from all over Europe 
to prove that high-quality theatre is not the exclusive domain 
of professional companies. The appeal lies in the commitment 
and enjoyment that amateur theatre practitioners bring to their 
productions. I wish the audience and particularly the participating 
groups, from Basel, Bonn, Brussels, Luxembourg, Stockholm, 
Strasbourg, Stuttgart, Amsterdam and The Hague, a very enjoyable 
and successful festival.

Jetta Klijnsma 
Alderman for Cultural Affairs, City of The Hague
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FEATS 2007 Running Order 

Friday 25 May 

In Players, Amsterdam Augustus Does His Bit 
George Bernard Shaw

Semi-Circle, Basel Expert in Flowers 
Krista Jaquet

NWTC, Luxembourg Something Unspoken 
Tennessee Williams

Saturday 26 May

ACTS, Stuttgart An Almost Perfect Murder 
Wendy Marie Foerster

ITG, Brussels Boom 
Vincent Eaton

Village Players, Lausanne A Resounding Tinkle 
N.F. Simpson

Sunday 27 May

Bonn Players And Go To Innisfree 
Jean Lenox Toddie 

Homerostheater, The Hague One for the Road 
Harold Pinter

Stockholm Players Stay Carl Stay 
Peter Tolan

Monday 28 May

Tagora, Strasbourg Chamber Music 
Arthur Kopit

ECC, Brussels The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus 
Christopher Marlowe  

ATC, Brussels Renaissance Farces 
Joseph Strick

Between each performance there will be an interval of about 
20 minutes. After the final performance of the evening, the 
adjudicator will give his thoughts on the three productions. 
Please remain seated until the adjudication is over.
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1FRIDAY In Players

Amsterdam

Augustus Does His Bit

by

George Bernard Shaw 

Lord Augustus Highcastle ...........................Don Sesia

Horiatio Floyd Beamish ..............Johan Statius Muller

The Lady ........................................Teresa Merilainen
 

Director ................................................Johan Statius Muller

Stage Manager ................................................... Nina Cohen

Set ...........................................Josh Tucker, Mike Wilkens &  
Kris Statius Muller

Sound & Lights ........................ Josh Tucker & Mike Wilkens

Costumes ............................................................. Ian Bartch

Properties ....................................................... Kate Mitchell
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About the play

Augustus Does His Bit (1916) shows 
that George Bernard Shaw (1856-
1950) was as much a master of the 
short play as is he was of such classic 
dramatic masterpieces as Don Juan 
in Hell, St. Joan and Pygmalion. 
Shaw’s wit and satire is sharp and 
his humour brisk in this one-act 
play written during World War I, 
where we meet a well-meaning and 
patriotic member of the governing 
classes, who is unfortunately also 
fussy, self-important and disastrous; 
which is why he has been sent to an 
unimportant village where he can do 
little harm to the war effort. 

About the group

Founded by the British Society shortly after the Second World 
War, the In Players are Amsterdam’s oldest English-speaking 
theatre company. The group is noted for its broad repertoire, 
ranging from modern classics to musicals and Christmas 
pantomimes, often including original plays written by members of 
the group. On average the In Players stage three productions per 
season, and also host regular play readings and workshops.
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2FRIDAY Semi-Circle

Basel

Expert in Flowers

by

Krista Jaquet

Cast ............................ Deirdre Buurman

 David Cox

 Suzana Cox

 Michael Clarke

 Sasha Buff

Musician .......................... Uli Afflerbach

Crew ..................................Krista Jaquet

 Mary Sinnott

 Susan Aeschbach-Jagger
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About the play

Expert in Flowers is a fresh mix of a psychological drama and a 
musical play. It’s about four mid-lifers dealing with the sudden 
death of their wife/close friend, Vivi. They are shaken; the shock 
pushes them out of their familiar behaviours and roles. Through 
tears and giggles, excitement and numbness, they realise that a 
part of them is gone. Their relationship to Vivi brought something 
out of them all – good and bad – that no one else ever will. 
Nothing is the same as before.

About the group

The Semi-Circle is an English language amateur theatre group 
formed in Basel in 1985. We have staged plays of various genres 
from musicals and comedies to tragedies, from Ayckbourn and 
Miller to Shakespeare. 
 Our website is available at: ‹www.semi-circle.ch›. 
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New World Theatre Club

Luxembourg

Something Unspoken

by 

Tennessee Williams

Cornelia Scott .......................................Ann Overstall

Grace Lancaster ....................................Fran Potasnik

Director .............................................................Chris Wilson

Stage Manager ................................................. Neil Johnson

Lighting ................................................... Anthony McCarthy

Set Designer & Sound ......................................... Les Wilson

Crew ........................................... Valerie Scott & Julie Fraser

Costumes ................................................... Fay Wolstencroft
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About the play

In Something Unspoken Tennessee Williams tackles one of his 
pervasive themes: the inescapable loneliness of the human 
condition and his characters’ constant and often desperate 
attempt to escape the reality that is their loneliness – and their 
subsequent failure to do so.
 Something Unspoken is a study of two solitary women. It is a 
two-character piece about a wealthy Southern spinster, Cornelia, 
and Grace, a widow who has served as her secretary/companion 
for 15 years. On this anniversary of their meeting, Cornelia gives 
Grace 15 roses and begins to speak of her feelings about their 
long association and her desire for a more intimate relationship. 
Grace repeatedly ducks the issue, contriving excuses to change 
the subject or to leave the room. The play focuses on Cornelia’s 
need for social position and recognition as well as the emotional 
boundary between her and Grace that reflects the polarity of their 
circumstances.

About the group

New World Theatre Club (NWTC) was founded in 1968 in 
Luxembourg and is one of the founding members of FEATS. The 
club produces an average of two to three plays a year, ranging 
from contemporary work and comedy favourites to more serious 
drama. 
 NWTC has for many years organised a residential theatre 
summer school in Clairefontaine (formerly in Munsbach) revolving 
entirely around project work for 
directing, acting and musical 
theatre students. For more 
information, please go to  
‹www.munsbach.org›.
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1SATURDAY ACTS

Stuttgart 

An Almost Perfect Murder

by 

Wendy Marie Foerster

Shelly  ........................................... Michelle Golledge 

Beth  .............................................. Elizabeth Winkler

James  ...................................................... David Kelly

Thomas  .............................................Martin Stettner 

Director .........................................................Jonathan Tilley

Sound  .............................................................Heiko Schulz 

Lighting Supervisor  .................................... Heiko Scheufl er 

Lighting and Stage Management  ........................Team HdM 

Producer  .............................................. Stuart Marlow HdM1
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About the play

How many wives have secretly dreamed 
of getting rid of their macho, soccer-
obsessed, couch potato husbands? 
How many of those wives have actually 
dreamed up a plot to murder them? 
In Wendy Marie Foerster’s new black 
comedy An Almost Perfect Murder, two 
frustrated wives actually decide to put 
such a plan into action. Will they make 
their dreams come true? In Wendy Marie’s 
dark but highly entertaining comedy, 
the audience may well see themselves 
mirrored on stage. After all, isn’t that 
what theatre is supposed to do anyway? 

About the group

ACTS was set up in 2001 as a joint venture between media 
students at Stuttgart University of the Media (HdM), actors, and 
anglophone theatre enthusiasts. ACTS specialises in both media-
backed theatre and site-specific performances using non-theatre 
venues. ACTS also promotes team work, intercultural bonding and 
political debate. This year’s team includes young people from the 
USA, Australia, Great Britain, Northern Ireland, Germany, Holland, 
Spain, South Africa and Göppingen. Foreign exchange students at 
the HdM are encouraged to take part in the productions. The 2007 
HdM ACTS production features five HdM students and two HdM 
alumni.
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22The Irish Theatre Group

Brussels

Boom

by

Vincent Eaton

X  ..................................................... Carrie Ellwanger 

Y  .............................................................. Róisín Dore

Z  .............................................................. Fiona Durie

Director ...........................................................Vincent Eaton

Stage Manager .......................................... Zsuzsanna Dákai

Lights ............................................................... Amanda Afi fi 

Props ...............................................................Roger Axford 

Crew ...................... Alice Perry, Glenn Vaughan, Martin Kirk

Thanks to Colin Black, Jessica Everett Ryan and 
Jim McKenna for their help and advice.

S
A
T
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A
Y
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About the play

Three people get together to plot to blow up the world. Boom 
boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom 
boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom 
boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom boom 
boom boom. They succeed.

About the group

The Irish Theatre Group (ITG) in Brussels promotes Irish and 
international theatre in the spirit of Irish drama. It aims to 
produce voluntary theatre of ‘excellence’, encompassing both 
innovative and more traditional styles and content. A review of 
our most recent production in March this year, The World’s Wife 
by Carol Ann Duffy, said that it was “one of the most imaginative 
productions seen on amateur stages this season”.
 While representing Irish interest in the Brussels theatre 
community, the ITG is primarily a forum for all those interested 
in theatre, in any capacity, to be involved and develop theatrical 
skills. An essential part of our philosophy is to encourage and 
nurture support from both new and established talent in all areas 
of theatre. Participating in FEATS is an important element in 
achieving this aim. All nationalities are welcome.
 The ITG hopes to entertain, stimulate and train. While pursuing 
this mission, the process should be one of enjoyment and fun for 
all. For more information, see ‹www.irishtheatregroup.com›.
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Lausanne

A Resounding Tinkle 

by 

N.F. Simpson

Middie Paradock ................................. Shirley Martin

Bro Paradock ................................... Andrew Brookes

Uncle Ted .............................................Heather Gavin

Director ............................................................ Christa Baan

Stage Manager .............................................. Kees Langerak

Sound ................................................................Jane Easton

Lights ............................................................ John Newsome

Stage Crew ..........................Kathleen Brookes, Tim Hancox, 
Charles Langerak, Mariette Langerak, 

Clive Martin
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About the play

First performed in 1958, this satire on suburbia and its absurdities 
by the “English Ionesco” is both funny and thought-provoking.
In 2007 an ecological conservatory is the centre of the Paradocks’ 
home. The couple’s preoccupations and routines are typically 
suburban: What will the neighbours think? How do we entertain 
the expected guest. Listening to the religious service on the 
wireless. Finding a suitable name for a pet … However, the pet 
itself, the guest, the radio service are not exactly typical of the 
normal suburban way of life. In fact, there seems to be a hilarious 
lack of sense! Yet, how much sense is there really in some of the 
current “normal” routines and activities, if we analyse them more 
closely?

About the group

Founded in 1981, The Village Players celebrated their 25th 
anniversary last November. The group performs in theatres in 
and around Lausanne, which is in the French-speaking part of 
Switzerland. We generally stage a play in spring and autumn and 
over the last few years we have widened our scope to include 
musical productions in our repertoire. The club is fortunate in 
being able to hold monthly events, rehearsals and meeting in its 
own premises, which also house costumes and equipment. Our 
members come from many different countries; we are happy to 
profit from the variety and stimulation their different backgrounds 
and theatre experience bring to our group.
 After being absent from FEATS since 1999, The Village Players 
are very pleased to be back in the festival this year. See our 
website: ‹www.villageplayers.ch›.
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1SUNDAY The Bonn Players

Bonn

And Go To Innisfree

by 

Jean Lenox Toddie

Old Anna ...........................Margot Nisita

Young Anna ................ Camden Gaultney

Anna ............................... Devon Putnam

Co-Directors ............................ Peter Ferrow & Margie Cross

Stage Manager .................................................Gill Atkinson

Lighting ................................................... Kathleen Schroers

Sound ..............................................................John Stevens

Sound Recording ...............................................Peter Ferrow

Choreography ..................................................Margie Cross

Set Crew ............................ Sue Seth & Yvonne Roche-Harth

Prompt ................................................. Yvonne Roche-Harth

18

1
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About the play

Written by Canadian playwright Jean Lenox Toddie, the title of the 
play was inspired by WB Yeats’ poem ‘The Lake Isle of Innisfree’, 
which tells of a legendary place where people can go to escape 
from their problems and find peace. And Go To Innisfree tells the 
tale of Old Anna, who has reached the crossroads of her life and 
has a decision to make. Seeking inspiration in her thoughts, she 
finds herself engaged in an enchanting dialogue with the carefree 
Anna of her youth, and the practical Anna of her middle years. In 
the end it is she who must decide.

About the group

The Bonn Players has been active in Bonn for over 25 years, 
aiming to stage two productions a year in Bonn, as well as holding 
regular rehearsed and unrehearsed play readings, musical 
evenings and other related events. The group has regularly 
participated in FEATS since 1987, winning several trophies along 
the way.
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2SUNDAY Het Homerostheater

The Hague

One for the Road

by 

Harold Pinter

Nicolas ...................... Herman Duchenne

Victor ................................... Ed Balsters

Nicky .................................. Joel Balsters

Gila ........................... Simone Roelofsen

Director ................................................ Arne Sybren Postma

Lighting ..................................................................Lot Broos

Stage Manager ............................................ Estelle Balsters

Set ........................................................................ Ben Stolk2
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About the play

One for the Road (1984) by Harold Pinter is one of his more 
famous short plays. Nicolas has invited a complete family – father, 
mother and eight-year-old son – into his sinister state institution 
for a good questioning: What about you? Do you love death? Not 
necessarily your own. Others’. The death of others. Do you love 
the death of others, or at any rate, do you love the death of others 
as much as I do?

About the group

Het Homerostheater is a Dutch theatre company that performs 
stage classics in their original language. Previous productions 
include Antigone in ancient Greek, Le Misanthrope (Molière) in 
French, Mutter Courage (Brecht) in German and Waiting for Godot 
(Beckett) in English. 
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3SUNDAY The Stockholm Players

Stockholm

Stay Carl Stay

by

Peter Tolan

Caroline ........................... Claire Eriksen

Brian ................................. Chris Latham

Mary Sue .............................Anna Cottle

Dr. Weiss ...........................Camilla Jazon

Carl ....................................Nigel Harvey

Bingo ...............................Olle Lindholm

Director ........................................ Cynthia Morissette

Assistant Director ................................ Nina Riikonen

Stage Manager ...........................................Dick Smits

Lights ......................................................Garry Wevill

Sound .....................................................David Hynes

Make-Up ........................Louise Ulvelund, Linn Leary, 
Deirdre Owerstrom

Costumes ........................................ Katarina Trodden

Stage Crew ....................Tom Howland, Lisa Cockette, 
John Eriksen
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About the play

An invertebrate young woman named Caroline is dominated and 
taken for granted by her live-in boyfriend, Brian. Mary Sue, her 
free-spirited best friend, suggests she go and see her therapist 
for guidance. A rather eccentric Dr. Weiss recommends Caroline 
adopt a dog to fulfil all of the emotional needs Brian does not. 
Pandemonium ensues when Carl the dog (played by a human 
actor) learns to talk, dance and win his mistress’ heart. Caroline 
finds strength in Carl’s unconditional adoration and kicks Brian 
to the curb. Carl continues to develop more and more human-like 
qualities until, after a time, romantic bliss falls prey to power play. 

About the group

With roots in the 1920s, the Stockholm Players is by far the 
oldest English language theatre group in Sweden. In addition 
to staging several major productions a year, and often a 
traditional Christmas pantomime, the Stockholm Players runs 
an ongoing programme of informal play readings, theatre visits, 
improvisations, cabarets, workshops and other theatre-related 
activities. Its members are drawn from various walks of life. 
However, they all have one common denominator – their love of 
English-language theatre.
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1MONDA
Y

Tagora

Strasbourg

Chamber Music

by

Arthur Kopit

Woman who Plays Records ..........................Elena Malagoni

Woman in Safari Outfi t .................................. Angela Brewer

Woman with Notebook ...............................Isabelle Dousset

Girl in Gossamer Dress .......................... Svetlana Anisimova

Woman in Aviatrix Outfi t ............................. Catherine Milne

Woman in Queenly Spanish Garb .................. Vlasta Moman

Woman in Armour ............................................Paula Hinchy

Woman with Gavel ................................. Bridget O’Loughlin

Man in White .................................................Richard Thayer

His Assistant .................................................. Martin Wright

Directors ................................David Crowe & Julia Whitham

Stage Management .....Audrey Tumulty & Hannamari Kivelä

Lighting & Sound ..............................................Dave Parrott

Set ........................................................... Hannamari Kivelä

Costumes & Make-up .......................... Marie-Claude Leroux

Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French Inc.

1
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About the play

Eight women holding their annual committee meeting, airing 
their grievances and deciding how life could be better organised. 
The most natural thing in the world – except that their particular 
physical world is bounded by the four walls of the institution in 
which they are confined, while their personalities bear a strange 
resemblance to historical characters.
 Are these women engaged in a psycho-therapeutic experiment, 
role-playing the famous historical personalities? Or are their 
delusions of grandeur the reason for their internment? And can 
such an improbable assortment of characters come up with a plot 
to save themselves from attack by the men’s ward?

About the group

Tagora is a multicultural and multilingual theatre troupe, whose 
main aim is to unite amateur theatre enthusiasts who want to 
act, contribute to the dramatic arts, but above all take part in 
shows. Although part of the Council of Europe’s staff association, 
we recruit also from outside the Council. We believe this contact 
between a European institution and the world outside is one of our 
strong points. Our members are for the most part English-speaking, 
but many nationalities are involved in all our productions. We aim 
as far as possible to make productions accessible to non-native-
speakers, by presenting French summaries in the programme, and 
often also on stage, and by making good use of physical acting 
techniques, movement and action.
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2MONDA
Y

English Comedy Club

Brussels

The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus
by 

Christopher Marlowe

Lust ................................................................... Toni Barnett
Lucifer .........................................Christophe Bernard-Glanz
Covetousness/Duchess/Third Scholar ............ Jenifer Bunch
Wrath/Second Scholar ......................................Katie Carroll
Pride/Helen of Troy ............................................ Lizzie Ferro
Mephistophilis .......................................................Abi Greef
Chorus ............................................................. Kate Hannay
Good Angel .................................................Rosalind Hunter
Dr Faustus ................................................Caraigh McGregor
Evil Angel .......................................................Sarah Murrray
Wagner/Chorus .............................................. Mark Prescott
Envy .................................................................Beth Ralston
Gluttony/Cornelius ..................................... Sarah Rizkallah
Old Man/First Scholar/Pope ......................... Craig Simpson
Sloth/Valdez/Chorus .....................................Teija Vaittinen
Chorus .......................................................... Isabelle White

Director .................................................... Stephen Challens
Producer ............................................................ Martin Kirk
Stage Manager ....................................................... Andy Ing
Sound ............................................................... Hywel Jones
Lights ........................................................ Richard Maddern
Costumes .............................Iona Hamilton, Lynne Vaughan
Crew ........................................Paul Davis, Antonia Mochan,  

Louise Nugent, Glenn Vaughan
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About the play

The Faustus legend dates back to the medieval period, based 
loosely on a real man, who it is said made a bargain with the devil 
in return for special powers. This man sells his soul for magic 
and in return is damned to hell. 
There are many versions of the 
Faustus fable but none so famous 
or powerful as Christopher 
Marlowe’s text. The words and 
verse still contain a strength 
and beauty that many modern 
texts cannot find. The story of 
Doctor Faustus and his deal 
with Lucifer still holds a strong 
truth that reflects today’s very 
modern society. A version can be 
created that rings true as much 
now as it did back in Marlowe’s 
time, and I have no doubt it will 
continue to be relevant in fifty 
or one hundred years’ time. The 
story is a morality play, poetic, dark and comedic. Its strength lies 
in the split between the darker side of human nature and man’s 
battle against all-powerful outside forces. This is probably one of 
the most famous dramatic tales, and like all good stories can be 
woven into a new version as and whenever required.

About the group

The English Comedy Club asbl (ECC) is a Brussels based amateur 
theatre group and the oldest established English language 
theatre company on mainland Europe (founded in 1909). The 
ECC shares rehearsal space and a small studio theatre with the 
American Theatre Company asbl (ATC) and the Irish Theatre Group 
asbl (ITG). We aim to perform two main-stage and two or three 
studio productions per season plus monthly play readings (first 
Wednesday of every month) and other events such as occasional 
workshops throughout the year. We have around one hundred 
members of many nationalities.
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The American Theatre Company

Brussels

Renaissance Farces

adapted by 

Joseph Strick

Doctor/Tabarin ........................................ Arnaud Schmutzer

Gerald/Lucas .................................................... Ted Fletcher

Doctor’s Wife/Abbess .....................................Ruth England

Angela/Sister Bigtits/Alison .........................Jane Chambers

Archie/Captain Braggart ......................Eduardo Aladro-Vico

Sister Bigass/Isabelle ..................................Rebecca Wright

Director ........................................ Christine Marchand-Long

Stage Manager .................................................Sue Botterell

Crew ...................................... Alice Perry, Malcolm Hiseman

Lighting ..................................................... Zsuzsanna Dákai

Costumes ............................................. Françoise Marchand
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About the play

We present three sixteenth-century farces: The Anatomist – an old 
man who should know better than to chase young girls gets the 
fright of his life; The Trial of Sister Bigass – nocturnal carryings-
on in a convent; Tabarin – the scheming servant receives his just 
retribution.
 These farces were usually performed on travelling stages 
made up from boards mounted on trellises. Props and costumes 
were held to only those that could be easily carried from town to 
town. There was no scenery. A troupe could be as few as three 
performers, all taking several roles with a lot of cross-dressing.

About the group

The American Theatre Company was created in 1969. The 
unexpected spelling of “Theatre” is explained by the fact that it 
was started by a British man who was eager to present plays from 
the States! Through several generations of devout thespians, 
the company has offered high-quality theater to its audience. 
American plays, whether 
they are classic, modern, 
controversial, dramatic 
or comic, are part of 
a carefully designed 
selection which aims at 
attracting and pleasing 
all kinds of theater-goers. 
The ATC prides itself on 
attracting, among its active 
members, a wide array 
of nationalities – the true 
spirit of the American 
Theatre Company.
 For more information: 
‹www.atc-brussels.com›.
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FEATS Fringe in Het Paradijs

The Fringe programme starts at 14:00 and lasts until approx. 17:00. 
Het Paradijs is upstairs in the Royal Theatre, and its foyer will be 
open from 13:30.

Saturday 26 May 
 

In Players 
Johan Muller 

How He Lied to Her Husband by GB Shaw 

AATG 
John Kearey 

Self Accusation by Peter Handke

Hamburg Players
Elena Kaufman 

Water Re-Tension by Elena Kaufman 

—   Interval   —

Hamburg Players
Elena Kaufman 

Lady of Larkspur Lotion by Tennessee Williams

ACTS, Stuttgart 
Shariff Korver 

Phoney Girls by Stuart Marlow 

Sunday 27 May 
 

Hamburg Players
Elena Kaufman 

Mother Figure by Alan Ayckbourn 
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AATG 
Linda Lane

Mna na hEireann (Women of Ireland) a compilation by Linda Lane

IDEA, Dordrcht 
Bob Tucker 

Emporium 2 by Bob Tucker 

—   Interval   —

AATG 
Richard O’Halloran 

Ohio Impromptu by Samuel Beckett

ECC 
Antonia Mochan

Bed Amongst the Lentils by Alan Bennett 

Monday 28 May 
 

Hamburg Players
Elena Kaufman 

Pitch by Shena Wilson 

AATG 
Tihana Ostojic

Just Good Friends by Jeffrey Archer

—   Interval   —

Stockholm Players
Nigel Harvey 

Workshop 

‘FEATS’ skit
Martin Kirk
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For more than 100 years, Royal Dutch Shell 
has been fi rmly established in The Hague

www.she l l . n l

The successful expansion and renovation 

of its Netherlands Headquarters on Carel van 

Bylandtlaan reinforces yet again this sense of 

belonging. This fi ts in perfectly with the aspirations 

of The Hague. The Municipality is aiming to lay a 

foundation for the future, with a renovated and 

modernised urban environment. A future in which 

art and culture will defi nitely occupy a key position. 

This will continue to make The Hague attractive to the 

international community and to the residents of 

The Hague and its surroundings. By supporting 

the FEATS 2007 Festival, Shell is glad to 

contribute towards this aspiration.

_denhaagENG_110x175_V3.indd   2 2/13/07   10:38:34 AM
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Please Remember

Smoking is not allowed in any part of the Royal Theatre building.

Entry to the auditorium cannot be permitted after a performance 
has begun.

Would you please also remember to silence any mobile phones, 
pagers, or anything else that is liable to bleep! 

Photography, video and sound recordings are strictly prohibited 
anywhere within the main theatre during performances.

Access to backstage areas is limited to festival and theatre staff 
and participants issued with official badges by FEATS Stage 
Management.

Ticket holders may sit anywhere in the Stalls or First Balcony 
(except where reserved for Sponsors). The Second and Third 
Balconies are reserved for participating groups and volunteers 
who will have access with special badges.

Steve Lambley Information Design

Specialists in writing, editing, translating and designing and 
laying out English-language texts and information

Layout  We specialise in the layout of text for books, journals 
and advertising material.

Language  We also produce high-quality, accurate copywritten 
material or translations for commercial, technical or 
academic applications.

Graphics  Logos, book covers, advertising material, posters . . .

www.stevelambley.com
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weekly e-newsletters keep you informed
THOL Social Club keeps you connected

TheHagueOnLine.com

the only website in English for expats and
the international community in The Hague!

local, national and community news 
arts & entertainment features five days a week, plus...
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2007 European Theatre Summer School
(formerly known as Munsbach)

 – 20th year in continental Europe
 – Residential Course based around project work
 – Four professional tutors offering options in acting, 

directing and musical theatre

Saturday 21 to Sunday 29 July inclusive
Centre d’Accueil Clairfontaine 

near Arlon on the Luxembourg border

www.munsbach.org or contact John Brigg at jbrigg@luxconsult.lu

NATIONAL DRAMA FESTIVALS ASSOCIATION
in conjunction with

LLANDRINDOD WELLS FESTIVAL COMMITTEE
presents

34th BRITISH ALL WINNERS FESTIVAL
at

The Albert Hall Theatre, Llandrindod Wells
From 15 to 21 July 2007

ONE ACTS: Thursday, Friday and Saturday (19-21 July)

Adjudicator: Scott Marshall GODA

Tokens left over?   Why not come back for the  

 AATG’s Autumn Production? 

’Tis Pity She’s a Whore by John Ford 
9-11 October 2007 at Theater aan het Spui

Directed by our Front-of-Houser Chris Sims who will prove 
that the old murder, greed, corruption, violence, exploitation, 
adultery and treachery does not stop at FEATS!
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FEATS Steering Committee 2006/2007

Pauline Lloyd, Chairman (NWTC, Luxembourg)
Pat Arn (BATS, Antwerp)
Wendy Jane Jones (FEST, Frankfurt)
Andy Ing (ECC, Brussels)
Dympna Donnelly (AATG, The Hague)

Angela Dodds, Permanent Secretary
Sue Seth, Newsletter
David Crowe, Webmaster
Tony Broscomb, NDFA Liaison

FEATS 2007 Organising Committee

Dirk Marks, Chairman
Bill Sowerby, Vice-Chairman
Evonne Dunne, Secretary
Jeff Thomas, Treasurer
Dympna Donnelly, Publicity
Angela Veldman, Business Manager

FEATS 2007 Stage Management Team

Helen Bannatyne, Stage Management Coordinator
Anne-Marie Bellefroid, Stage Management Liaison
Keith Bayross, Chief Timekeeper
John Kearey, Assistant Timekeeper
Hans van Bemmelen, Sound
Gabi de Koning, Lighting
Corry Swaan, Lighting 
Ben Evans, Badge Coordinator
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FEATS 2007 Fringe

William Fisher, Coordinator
John Burns  Marlene Burns
Kristiaan Crouch  Lesley Robertson

FEATS 2007 Crews

Adriaan Breukel, Website
Marion Carter, Adjudicator Minder
Peter Comley, Head Cashier
Martin Hartog, Assistant Treasurer
Susan Hunt, Adjudicator Minder
Helen Jeffares, Box Office Coordinator
Linda Lane, Greenroom Coordinator
Steve Lambley, Programme and Poster Design
Pauline O’Brien, Hospitality Coordinator
Chris Sims, Front-of-House Coordinator

FEATS 2007 Volunteers

AATG members and friends, including:

Sue Barrett Wander Bruijel  Eva Carter-Mallee
Cees Coomans Julie Domaille Leslie Fox
Jeroen Gankema Louise Grutter Nella van Heuven 
George Holstein Sasha Honda John Kearey 
Maaike Keizer Luke Lane  Jasper Lindenhovius 
Sabrina Luthjens Effie Marks Keith Norfolk 
Richard O’Halloran Triona O’Halloran  Tihana Ostojic 
Marc Schiethart Joan Sowerby Jessie Stannard 
Johan Venema Annemieke de Vries  Alison Whyte 
Alison Wright Andy Wright
 
Many thanks to those volunteers whose names didn’t make it into 
the programme on time!
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DRAMA 

ASSOCIATION OF 

WALES 
 

Looking for that elusive festival play? 
 

Searching for an out of print play? 
 

Auditioning and can’t get hold of the 
script? 

 

With over 300,000 volumes including 
manuscripts, periodicals, monologues, sketches, 
pantos, biographies & costume books, chances 

are – we can help! 
 

For further information on the library service, our 
Theatre Summer School, New Writing Schemes 
or the latest one-act plays published by DAW – 

phone, email or write to: 
 

Drama Association of Wales 
The Old Library 

Singleton Road, Splott, 
Cardiff, CF24 2ET, UK 

Tel: +44 (0)29 2045 2200 
Email: aled.daw@virgin.net 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TechTrans vertalingen/translations

Technical translators and writers specialising in:
   Industrial Safety and Loss Prevention
   Process Engineering
   Environmental engineering

TechTrans fotografie/photography

Industrial photography

E-mail info@techtrans.nl
Tel.  070-354 1233   Fax 070-355 1573
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Woodleaf & Furn.
is een Engelse winkel en een 

begrip in het centrum van Den 
Haag. De winkel is gespecialiseerd 
in Crabtree & Evelyn en beschikt 

over een ‘foodhall’ met o.a. 
versprodukten en diverse soorten 
thee. Tevens heeft u keus uit een 

uitgebreid assortiment geurkaarsen 
en meubels en nog veel meer. 

U kunt ons vinden in de  
Haagsche Bluf 43. 

Telefonisch bereikbaar onder 
nummer 070-3569991

 Openingstijden: 
ma 12.00-18.00, di-za 9.30-18.00,  

do tot 21.00, zo 12.00-17.00
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FEATS Rules, OK!

The constraints of accommodat ing twelve groups in four days 
have necessitated a number of rules. Among them:

 • The work offered must be a complete play or a self-
contained extract from a longer one.

 • It must be no less than 25 min utes long and no more than 
50.

 • Ten minutes are allowed for set ting the opening scene 
and five minutes for striking the set. The backstage crew 
allowed for setting and striking is limited to five.

 • A maximum of two hours is allowed for all technical 
preparation and rehearsal. 

 • There are no curtain calls, although applause is encouraged 
and much appreciated by the groups.

 • There will be an interval between each of the plays while 
one group strikes and clears the stage and the next group 
prepares for its performance. 

 • At the end of each evening, there will be a short break 
before the adjudicator presents his assessments of the 
evening’s performances. The audience is asked to remain in 
their seats.

 • On the final night, after adjudication of the evening’s plays, 
the various awards are presented.

FEATS 2007, the FEATS 2007 Fringe 
and the FEATS 2007 Party would like to 

extend their sincere and grateful thanks to 
the staff of De Koninklijke Schouwburg.
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The winner of the Best Production at FEATS 2007 
is eligible for invitation to the All-Winners Festival 
which will take place in The Albert Hall Theatre, 
Llandrindod Wells from 15 to 21 July 2007.

FEATS
2008

FEATS 2008
For the first time ever

FEATS will travel to Stockholm

Mark your diaries now
9 – 13 May 2008

See YOU next year in Sweden
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The Awards

The Awards for FEATS 2007 are:

  Kast Cup for Best Production: 1st Place

  Mervyn Briscoe Award: 2nd Place

  Taché Diamonds Award: 3rd Place

  Blackie Award for Best Actor

  Blackie Award for Best Actress 

  Grand Duchy Cup: Best Stage Presentation

  Marcel Huhn-Bruno Boeye Trophy for Stage Management

  Anthony Cornish Discretionary Award

  DAW-Verulam Award: Best Original Script (at the 
adjudicator’s discretion)

The Party and Other Diversions …

The FEATS Party (buffet, music and much more) will take place 
after the adjudication on Sunday 27 May. Tickets must be 
purchased in advance. Tokens are welcome at the FEATS Party.

A free shuttle bus will take Sunday night party-goers back to 
the NH hotel, between 02:00 and 03:30. Departure times will be 
announced at the party.
 
Bars will be open during the intervals and before and after the 
evening performances. Food and drinks can only be purchased 
using FEATS 2007 tokens. 
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